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2 of 4 review helpful Five Stars By J A Dense confusing and at times bizarre but worth the read Examines the concept 
of an assemblage of heterogeneous componentsGilles Deleuze considered his concept of assemblage to be one of his 
most important contributions to philosophy Yet he never developed it consistently and systematically whether in his 
own books or those co authored with F eacute lix Guattari In this book Manuel DeLanda provides the first detailed 
overview of the assemblage theory found in germ in Deleuze and Guattari s writings Through About the Author 
Manuel DeLanda is an internationally recognised philosopher He is Professor of Contemporary Philosophy and 
Science at the European Graduate School and is Adjunct Professor of Architecture at Princeton University DeLanda i 
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chapter x general description of the types a introduction in the following pages i shall attempt a general description of 
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figure of speech 
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group of critical theorists who read thought wrote and practiced together while living in new york city during the 
emergence of occupy wall street black 
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2004 aliens intelligent races who are not earth humans the term as such is never used for non intelligent species 
however unearthly though in techjargon these may be 
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